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 The Right Fit for 
You and Your
 Library Patrons
Bring the next generation of legal research to your library 
with Westlaw Patron Access, now including WestSearch 
Plus. Even inexperienced users can find what they need 
faster than ever with the easy-to-use, intuitive interface and 
the most advanced AI-powered search engine that powers 
Westlaw Edge™.

Patron Access allows you to enhance your profile by 
providing seamless legal research to your patrons, and 
ultimately allows you to spend more time on the other  
tasks at hand.  



The clean, simple design of Patron Access makes it easy for 
patrons to find exactly what they need, with confidence that 
they haven’t missed anything important. Powered by  
state-of-the-art AI and more than 100 years of attorney-edited 

annotations, WestSearch Plus makes legal research faster 
and easier for your patrons. Easy searching for inexperienced 
patrons means fewer questions for librarians to answer, 
allowing you to handle other important tasks. 

Empower Patrons to 
Research Independently
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1. Advanced Typeahead allows your patrons to quickly see suggested queries that begin 
formulating as soon as they start to enter the search terms

2. Find recommended answers faster for thousands of legal topics without having to dive into a 
result list

3.  Customizable display Users can adjust the display of information to make their research easier

4.  Case Summaries provide an overview of each case and show search terms in context, so
researchers can quickly see what a case is about 

5.  Global search automatically searches across 13 core content sets, so patrons will find the 
most relevant information no matter what it is

6.  Ranked results ensure that the most important documents always rise to the top

7.  Related documents reveals the most significant additional content from across Westlaw, 
such as ALR® articles or briefs, on your patron’s issue

8.  Filtering easily narrows results by key word, jurisdiction, type of action, judge, and more

Visit legal.thomsonreuters.com/en/products/westlaw/patron-access 



Designed Specifically 
for Libraries

Visit legal.thomsonreuters.com/en/products/westlaw/patron-access 

1.  History gives patrons quick access to their previous work during 
the session and is wiped clean after each session

2.  Preferences Patrons can change preferences for their individual 
session, but preferences return to default settings after each user

3.   Help offers fast access to tips on how to use Patron Access, 
including interactive lessons on how to search for cases, statutes, 
and forms
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Patron Access is customized to meet the unique 
needs of a library setting while still giving patrons the 
full benefit of Westlaw. Session-based features are 
wiped clean after each user, and customized help 
tools ensure easy research for your patrons.  

IP authenticated setup, a click-through license 
agreement, and blocked personalized tools help 
protect your patrons’ privacy and your library.



7.  Personalized Westlaw tools Some Westlaw tools are blocked
to prevent patrons from inadvertently saving research or 
personal information:
• Folders • Recents
• Notes • Alerts and Clips
• Highlighting • Edit Homepage
• Favorites • West km®
• Frequently Used Items • My Contacts

4.  Eyeglasses indicate a patron has already viewed a particular 
document during their session

5.  Out-of-plan sash To give patrons a complete view of their 
research, all relevant documents appear in a result list, but 
out-of-plan documents are tagged and blocked

6. Delivery Options Patrons can email, download, 
and print documents



Patron Access
See firsthand how Patron Access can make research easier and  
more efficient for your patrons – and convenient and affordable for you.

Visit legal.thomsonreuters.com/en/products/westlaw/patron-access 
or call +1 800 762 5272.
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